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Abstract. We aim to establish a scalable scheme for characterising diagonal non-

Clifford gates for single- and multi-qudit systems; d is a prime-power integer.

By employing cyclic operators and a qudit T gate, we generalise the dihedral

benchmarking scheme for single- and multi-qudit circuits. Our results establish

a path for experimentally benchmarking qudit systems and are of theoretical and

experimental interest because our scheme is optimal insofar as it does not require

preparation of the full qudit Clifford gate set to characterise a non-Clifford gate.

Moreover, combined with Clifford randomised benchmarking, our scheme is useful

to characterise the generators of a universal gate set.

1. Introduction

Driven by the need to exploit the entire Hilbert space available in Physics

experiments, the extension qubit information processing to qudits is now

experimentally feasible. The main motivation for choosing qudits over qubits is to

avoid truncating naturally higher dimensional quantum systems into qubits [1, 2].

Single- and multi-qudit experiments use photons [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], trapped

ions [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], superconducting qudits [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], dopants

in silicon [25], ultracold atoms [26], and spin systems [27, 28]. Qudits systems are
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currently in use in quantum communication [29], quantum teleportation [30, 31],

quantum memories [32, 33], Bell-state measurements [34], study of spin chains [35,

36, 31, 5, 34, 12], in enhancing quantum error correction techniques [37, 38], in

encoding qubits [39] and qudits [40], simulations of many-body systems [41],

quantum key distribution [42, 43, 44], simulation of high-energy physics [45, 46, 47,

48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53], and quantum computing [4, 54, 55]. In particular universal

gate sets are necessary to perform quantum computing tasks currently unviable for

classical machines. Our work is about benchmarking qudits gates to assess their

performance: we extend randomised benchmarking (RB) to estimate the average

gate fidelity of single-qudit T gates and controlled-T gates. With our extension of

randomised benchmarking to (characterise) T gates, the scalable characterisation of

generators of a universal qudit gate set is now available.

Randomised benchmarking is the standard for characterising qubit gate

performance [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]; as a black box, a randomised benchmarking schemes

receives as input a set of gates and returns the fidelity of the gates. However, the

characterisation of single- and multi-qudit T gates has been lacking [61, 58, 59, 60, 62],

thereby preventing development of universal qudit RB, a deficit that we fix here.

In generalising the widely used RB method, we highlight here three important

features, namely: (i) straightforward circuit-design cost, (ii) robustness against state

preparation and measurement (SPAM) errors, and (iii) feasibility. Here, we introduce

a scalable and optimal scheme—optimal with respect to the required primitive gates

(the generators of the gate set that are also native gates of the platform): two

cyclic gates, a T gate, and a Hadamard (H) gate—to characterise universal single-

and multi-qudit gates. Note that the gate set we introduce does not generate a

universal gate set: the complete characterisation of a generating set of a universal

gate set requires characterising a Fourier matrix; the characterisation of the Fourier

matrix can be done with standard Clifford randomised benchmarking [63]. Thus,

concatenating our scheme with Clifford randomised benchmarking characterises a

universal gate set.

Randomised benchmarking in general is concerned with estimating the average

gate fidelity (AGF) over a gate set [56, 64]. This estimate is computed by fitting an

exponential decay curve to a plot of sequence fidelity vs circuit depth. This sequence

fidelity corresponds to the state fidelity [65] between |0〉 and a final state ρ obtained

as the output of a sequence of randomly sampled gates applied to |0〉; the fidelity is

equal to tr (ρ|0〉〈0|).
Unitary 2-designs are not the only gate sets that can be used to characterise

using a randomised benchmarking scheme. Using the techniques of randomised

benchmarking, an arbitrary gate set can be characterised [66]. However, such

characterisation could in principle require up to d2 parameters. This is part of the

importance of dihedral benchmarking for qubits [58] and our work for qudits.

Currently, the only methods to estimate the average gate fidelity of universal

gates are established for qubits: dihedral benchmarking [67, 58, 59] and non-Clifford
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interleaved benchmarking [60]; we summarise these two schemes in this and the

next paragraph. In dihedral benchmarking (DB), single- and multi-qubit gates are

benchmarked through the average gate fidelity computed over a gate set labelled by

elements of the dihedral group D8. The expression for the average gate fidelity and

the sequence fidelity in DB depends on two parameters irrespective of the number

of qubits. A different method to benchmark qubit T gates is achieved by qubit

interleaved benchmarking for the Clifford gate set. In that scheme, two different

circuit designs are used to estimate independently the average gate fidelity of a

T gate [60].

Interleaved benchmarking uses circuits combining Clifford and non-Clifford

gates. The noise of the composition is characterised. Then, from an approximation

for the fidelity of a composition of channels as a product of the compositions, the

noise of the non-Clifford gate is obtained [60].

A recent scheme that is more general than randomised benchmarking is shadow

estimation [68]. For this scheme, real irreducible representations (of a group) are

fundamental. Our work, specifically the representation of the rHDG we construct

in §3, can also be used—substituting the Clifford gate set—in such a scheme to

characterise universal gates.

Our scheme inherits the advantages of randomised benchmarking schemes. The

reason of this inheritance is because, thanks to our analysis, the scheme is similar to

the one originally done for the Clifford gate set [69]. The advantages of randomised

benchmarking are twofold: independence of SPAM errors [70] and scalability [71].

We have constructed our scheme around the irreducible representation of a

group we introduce as the real hyperdihedral group (rHDG). We construct this

irrep using two representations. The first auxiliary representation corresponds to

all possible permutations of the diagonal entries of (a representation of) a T gate

(a member of the third level of the Clifford hierarchy which is not a Clifford

operation) and the products that can be formed from these permutations. The second

representation is generated by two gates—a qubit X gate (transition between only

two levels in a d-level system) and a qudit X gate. From these representations we

create a faithful irrep of the drHDG.

Our scheme has the following applications. Primarily, it benchmarks single-

and multi-qudit T gates. However, our scheme can also be used to characterise any

gate of order d diagonal in the computational basis. Additionally, the representation

of the rHDG we construct can be exploited in shadow estimation to characterise a

universal gate set without requiring an inversion gate. We emphasise that, although

our scheme generalises dihedral benchmarking, our techniques in this generalisation

are distinct and are of interest by themselves.

A few clarifications of the generality of our scheme is needed. First, only for

prime and powers of primes level systems the gates in C3 \ C2 are universal. For

the rest of positive integers, Clifford is not a unitary 2-design [72]. However, we

are convinced that once a universal gate set is introduced for non-powers of prime
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systems, our scheme will retain its usefulness to characterise a non-Clifford diagonal

gate.

Whereas using a gate set that is a unitary 2-design (U2D) simplifies the analysis

of a randomised benchmarking scheme, gate sets that are non-U2D can also be

used to characterise gates [73, 66]. For instance, auxiliary schemes such as shadow

estimate [68] and character randomised benchmarking [66] allow the recovery and

extension of most of the basic features of randomised benchmarking schemes, such

as SPAM error independence.

In this paragraph we briefly discuss the differences of our scheme with respect

to Clifford randomised benchmarking. First, the gate set required is not a unitary

2-design. This will be shown to imply that our scheme requires two parameters

to fit; the only other experimental change is that two initial states are required.

To characterise a universal gate set, it is still necessary to characterise a Fourier

matrix; this can be done with randomised benchmarking [63]. As we show hereafter,

our scheme is useful to characterise gates, besides non-Clifford, corresponding to

diagonal unitary matrices.

We now describe the structure of our paper. Section 2 is background: we in-

troduce the necessary notation, and explains the key concepts—from representation

theory, quantum information, and randomised benchmarking—essential for the rest

of the paper. Section 3 is devoted to the definition of the real hyperdihedral group

(rHDG), which we use in our scheme to characterise audit T gates. In Section 4,

we compute the expressions for the average gate fidelity and sequence fidelity, and

briefly discuss potential extensions of our research, highlighting its implications and

possibilities for future studies.

Because our work is long and we expect it to be of interest to both experimental

and theoretical groups, we explain two roadmaps for our work: one for experimental

implementation and the other for theoretical interest. The reader more interested on

the implementation of the scheme, §4.2 and §5 contain an illustration of the scheme

and the explicit resources (in terms of the number of shots, circuits, and states)

required for the implementation of our scheme. In that subsection, we refer to the

expressions that are of interest for the characterisation. For a theoretical audience,

§3 and, more importantly, §4 are of interest since, in those sections, the gate set is

discussed both in creation and application in randomised benchmarking schemes.

2. Background

In this section we provide the essential background for our benchmarking scheme

for universal qudits gates. First we set the scene with the basic concepts and

accompanying mathematics. Then we discuss universal gates and channels.

Finally, we go through key concepts for randomised benchmarking schemes and

mathematics of average gate fidelity and sequence fidelity.
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2.1. Setting the scene

In this subsection we introduce notation for the mathematical objects needed for

our scheme. Our scheme is developed for d-dimensional Hilbert spaces Hd :=

span(|i〉 : i ∈ Zd), with Zd integers modulo d [74]. Because currently there is no

a clearly defined universal gate set for non-powers of primes, we restrict d to be a

power of prime.

Let Md,d denote the set of d-dimensional square matrices with complex entries.

Now, let us consider another subset of Md,d: we denote by D ′(d) := {ρ ∈
Md,d : tr ρ = 1, ρ ≥ 0, ρ is hermitian} the set of density matrices for d-dimensional

systems.

We now recall channels and how they act on states. Consider a finite set of

matrices A ⊂ Md,d satisfying

∑
A∈A

A† A = Id. (2.1)

Then the d2-dimensional squared matrix

EA := ∑
A∈A

A ⊗ Ā (2.2)

(the upper bar denotes complex conjugation) is the channel corresponding to a so-

called set of Kraus operators A [75, 76]. We define the set of linear CPTP mappings

Bd := {EA : A ⊂ M , ∑
A∈A

A†A = Id}. (2.3)

When the context is clear, we obviate the operators A, drop the subindex A, and only

write E ∈ Bd.

The action of a channel E on a state ρ is conveniently computed by first

reshaping ρ by stacking the columns of ρ, an operation known as vectorisation.

We denote the vectorisation of ρ by |ρ〉〉. The vectorisation reshaping satisfies,

for A ∈ Md,d and ρ ∈ D ′
d,

|AρA†〉〉 = (A ⊗ Ā)|ρ〉〉. (2.4)

We also denote Dd := {|ρ〉〉 : ρ ∈ D ′(d)} with Dd a Hilbert space with the inner

product in C2d. We write the bra of |ρ〉〉 as 〈〈ρ|.

2.2. Pauli and Clifford gates

Some of the basic operations, which can be performed on Hd, are represented by

the clock and shift matrices dX and dZ [77, 78]. Let k be any positive integer, and

[k] := {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}. The matrices dX and dZ act on the computational basis of

a d-dimensional Hilbert space as

dX |i〉 := |i + 1〉 , dZ |i〉 := ωi
d |i〉 , (2.5)

with ωd := exp(2πi/d), i ∈ [d], and addition is defined modulo d.
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From the clock and shift matrices, the Heisenberg-Weyl (HW) matrices are

defined. Let i, j ∈ Zd. Then the HW matrix dWdi+j is

dWdi+j := dXi
dZj, (2.6)

and the set of HW matrices is denoted by

dW := {dWdi+j : i, j ∈ Zd}. (2.7)

In turn, a unitary generalisation of the Pauli group is [79]:

Pd :=
〈

dWi : i ∈
[
d2
]〉

, (2.8)

where we use angular brackets to denote the set generated by the argument of the

brackets.

Another group highly relevant to our work is the Clifford group. We denote the

subset of Md,d formed by unitary matrices by U(d) := {u ∈ Md,d : uu† = Id}. The

qudit Clifford group dC2 is the normaliser of Pd:

dC2 := {u ∈ U(d) : ∀p ∈ Pd, upu† ∈ Pd}. (2.9)

We also need the third level of the Clifford hierarchy:

dC3 := {u ∈ U(d) : ∀p ∈ Pd, upu† ∈ dC2}. (2.10)

We omit the subindex d when the dimension of the system is clear from the context

or valid for any d.

We require the multi-qudit version of Pd, C2, and C3. Let n ∈ Z+ be the number

of qudits. The multi-qudit Heisenberg-Weyl matrices, which are Clifford, and third-

level of the Clifford hierarchy, are

Pn
d := {P1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Pn : P1, . . . , Pn ∈ Pd}, (2.11a)

dW
n := {W1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Wn : W1, . . . , Wn ∈ dW}, (2.11b)

dCn
2 := {C1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cn : C1, . . . , Cn ∈ dC2}, (2.11c)

dCn
3 := {C1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cn : C1, . . . , Cn ∈ dC3}. (2.11d)

Having discussed channels in general, we now focus on important subsets of

channels.

2.3. Universal gates

Universality is firstly a concept defined for a subset of unitary matrices, which is

then lifted to a set of gates [80]. Let {Vi ∈ U(d)} be a finite set of unitary matrices.

Let V := 〈Vi〉 be the group of matrices generated by the set of matrices {Vi}. Then V

is universal if and only if closure(V) ∩ U(d) = U(d) [65, 81], meaning an arbitrary
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element in U(d) can be generated to arbitrary precision by some sequence of elements

in V.

Each matrix V ∈ V induces a channel EV := V ⊗ V̄. Since V is by construction

unitary, we refer to the unitary channel EV as the representation of the ideal V gate,

or as the ideal V gate for short. Similarly, given a set of unitary matrices, such as the

Clifford or Pauli groups, we can talk about Clifford or Pauli gates. Therefore, given

the clarifications made in the previous two sentences, a universal gate set refers to

the physical implementation of a set of matrices V, such that closure(V) = U(d).

There are two single-qudit gates useful for universality purposes. The qudit

Hadamard gate H (more appropriately named Fourier matrix hereafter), which is a

Clifford gate corresponding to the matrix with entries Hi,j := ω
ij
d /

√
d, is one of two

generators of a universal gate set. The other generator, which is outside the Clifford

group, is T ∈ C3 \ C2.

In our work, we only consider T gates diagonal in the computational basis. For

concreteness, we use the following qudit T gates:

dT :=





∑j∈[d] δj,jω
j3

d , d 6= 2, 3, 6,

∑j∈[d] δj,jω
j3

3d, d = 3, 6.
(2.12)

From the Clifford gate set, only the Hadamard gate is necessary to construct a

universal gate set. In other words: closure〈H, T〉 = U(d) [82], where H is the qudit

Hadamard matrix and T ∈ C3 \ C2. For the multi-qudit case, we need to add, to a

universal gate set, entangling control gates between every pair of qudits to obtain a

multi-qudit universal gate set [65, 83].

The importance of universal gate sets is three-fold [65]: first, (as previously

mentioned) any unitary matrix can be approximated by the product of a finite set

of matrices from the universal set; second, every gate acts only on up to three qudits

simultaneously [84]; third, by the Solovay-Kitaev theorem, the sequence of primitive

gates necessary to approximate any gate is both efficient to compute on a classical

computer and also efficient in the number of primitive gates [65, 81, 80].

2.4. Representation theory detour

Representations of a finite group are key to our scheme [85, 86]. Given a finite

group G, a d-dimensional representation of G acting on Dd,d is a map from the

abstract group elements to the Md,d matrices so multiplication of group elements

is preserved:

µ : G → Md,d : g 7→ µ(g)

g1g2 7→ µ(g1g2) = µ(g1)µ(g2) ; (2.13)

following Serre [85], we call µ(g) a representative of g . We now recall the notion of

reducible and irreducible representations [85].
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There may be a change of basis so the matrices µ of Eq. (2.13) are made block

diagonal; the new basis vectors are thus transformed by the block-diagonal µ into

a subset spanning disjoint subspaces. In such a case, µ is said to be reducible. If

no change of basis can further block diagonalize µ, then each block said to be an

irreducible representation of the group. Note that an irreducible block may occur

more than once in the reduction of the original representation. More formally:

assume there is a list of subspaces {Σi} of dimension ≥ 1 such that µ(g)Σi ⊂ Σi,

v.g. µ(g) transforms vectors in the block Σi only into combinations of other vectors

in Σi and there is no smaller subspace Σ′
i ⊂ Σi such that µ(g)Σ′

i ⊂ Σ′
i . Then we can

write

Dd
∼=

⊕

i

Σi. (2.14)

In a common abuse of language [85], the subspace Σi is also called irreducible

representation [85].

An example of such a reduction is the 4-dimensional space spanned by two

spin-1/2 states, which can be broken into a one-dimensional subspace and a 3-

dimensional subspace so U(2) transformations only transform triplet states (spin 1

states) amongst themselves, and transform the singlet (spin 0 states) to a multiple of

itself [65].

We define an important representation in our scheme. For some d-dimensional

unitary irreducible representation (unirrep) γ, we define the representation Eγ as

Eγ : G → Md2,d2 : g 7→ γ(g)⊗ γ(g). (2.15)

In our case, γ(g)⊗ γ(g) will be reducible, as shown below. We also define the noisy

version of Eγ. Let Ẽ ∈ Bd be as in (2.2). Then the noisy version of Eγ is

Ẽγ : G → Md2,d2 : g 7→ Ẽ ◦ Eγ(g); (2.16)

the symbol ◦ denotes composition of mappings. It is notationally economical to

shorten Ẽγ(g) to Ẽg in situations where knowledge of γ is superfluous. Note

that, because of the noise, the set {Ẽg} no longer forms a group in the sense that

Ẽg1
◦ Ẽg2 6= Ẽg1g2 in general. Exploiting this feature allow us to recover information

about the noise and the average gate fidelity.

2.5. Average gate fidelity and sequence fidelity

Consider a set of channels labelled by the elements of a finite group G. Standard RB

schemes estimate the AGF (or related quantities as process fidelity and entanglement

fidelity) over a finite group G [87]. We now recall the formula for the AGF used in

gate-independent RB schemes.

Lemma 2.1 ([88, 89]). Let G be a finite group with a d-dimensional representation γ. Let Ẽg

be the noisy representative of g. Then the average gate fidelity of Ẽg (with respect to Eg) is
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computed as

F : (Eg, Ẽg) 7→
1

d(d + 1)
tr(Ẽ †

gEg) +
1

d + 1
. (2.17)

We now discuss the quantity randomised benchmarking schemes allow to

estimate. Let G be a finite group that labels ideal and noisy channels—Eγ and Ẽγ.

Then the average gate fidelity over G is

F(G) := |G|−1 ∑
g∈G

F(Eg, Ẽg). (2.18)

For clarity in our exposition we present our results for the case of gate-independent

noise, but we notice that our results can be extended to the case where every gate has

different noise [90, 91].

3. Approach

We now introduce the key ingredient of our generalisation of single- and multi-

qudit dihedral benchmarking: the qudit real hyperdihedral group (drHDG). First

we introduce auxiliary groups needed for the definition of the drHDG. Then we

construct representations for the auxiliary groups essential to the definition of a

unirrep for the drHDG; from this unirrep, our expressions for the gate fidelity and

sequence fidelity are derived. This is a good place to make the important observation

that the the drHDG’s construction is valid for any diagonal gate. Thus, our scheme

is also useful to characterise any diagonal gate with order equal to, or greater than

o(d). We conclude this section by presenting the decomposition of the qudit Hilbert

space in irreps of drHDG.

3.1. Constructing the rHDG

The drHDG is defined in terms of the symmetric group of d elements and cyclic

groups [86]. We denote by Sd the group of permutations of d elements and Ck the

cyclic group of order k.

The drHDG requires a product of cyclic groups. The number of cyclic groups

in the product and their order depends on d and T, with T given in Eq. (2.12). We

proceed to describe the structure of an arbitrary finite product of cyclic groups. After

introducing the notation, we explain how to construct the specific product for a given

diagonal gate T.

Some preliminary definitions are necessary before our discussion of the product

of cyclic groups. Let o(d) denote the order of order of dT in Eq. (2.12); that is,

o : d 7→





9 d = 3,

18 d = 6,

d d 6= 3, 6

. (3.1)
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Then for some l ∈ Z+ and k = (k0, . . . , kl) ∈ Z
l
o(d), we write the product of cyclic

groups as

×
k∈k

Ck := Ck0
× · · · × Ckl

. (3.2)

The structure in Eq. (3.2) depends on the form of T; we now discuss how to compute

this product of cyclic groups.

For a given d and T, we compute the necessary product×k∈k Ck using Howell’s

algorithm. This algorithm is a generalisation of the row-echelon reduction algorithm

to matrices with entries in an arbitrary finite ring. An example of the computation

of×k∈k Ck for qutrits is provided in Appendix B.

We continue our construction of drHDG by introducing representations for the

auxiliary groups. First we define the d × d representation for the symmetric group

S : Sd → Md,d : σ 7→
d

∑
i=1

δσ(i),i. (3.3)

These d! matrices have only one non-zero entry in each row or column, and the non-

zero entry is 1; the representation S is known in the mathematical literature as the

standard representation, or the permutation representation [85].

To complete the definition of the representation of the second auxiliary group,

we introduce two sets related to a matrix T. Let

T ′ := 〈S(σ)TS(σ)† : σ ∈ Sd〉 (3.4)

be the set resulting from permuting the diagonal entries of the qudit T. By the

procedure detailed in Appendix B, we extract from T ′ the minimal generating set

T := (T0, . . . , Tl), (3.5)

where each Ti has order at most o(d).

Using T , we introduce the second auxiliary representation. Let us consider an

element α = (α0, . . . , αl) ∈×k∈k Ck. The representation of T ′ is

D : ×
k∈k

Ck → Md,d : α 7→ ∏
i

T
αi
i , (3.6)

where—in an abuse of notation—αk is a member of the ring Zk [74].

We are now ready to define the drHDG and its unirrep that underpins our

scheme to characterise qudit T gates. The drHDGis

drHDG := Sd ⋉×
k∈k

Ck; (3.7)

where the symbol ⋉ denotes semidirect product [74, 92]. We use the semidirect

product to formally consider the fact that the multiplication rule between elements

of the drHDG is

S(σ1)D(α1)S(σ2)D(α2) = S(σ1σ2)D(ασ2
1 )D(α2), (3.8)
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noting that D(ασ2
1 ) := S(σ2)

†D(α1)S(σ2) is also a diagonal matrix and is a

representative of an element of×k∈k Ck. In turn, the unirrep γ for drHDG is

γ : drHDG → Md,d : (σ,α) 7→ S(σ)D(α). (3.9)

Next we describe the decomposition of the Hilbert space Dd in terms of irreps

of drHDG.

We now discuss a fundamental point: the decomposition of the Hilbert space Dd

in terms of irreps of drHDG. The representation Eγ = γ ⊗ γ̄ defined in Eq. (2.15)

decomposes the Hilbert space Dd into three irreps; we prove this fact in Appendix C.

These representations are: ΣI, the trivial irrep; Σ0, the standard irrep (has dimension

d − 1); and Σ+, the complement of ΣI and Σ0. We write the decomposition as

Dd
∼= ΣI ⊕ Σ0 ⊕ Σ+. (3.10)

In the following section we use the decomposition in Eq. (3.10) to define our RB

scheme.

The fact that the representations ΣI, Σ0, Σ+ are real makes our gate set drHDG

useful for other schemes besides randomised benchmarking. The scheme known

as shadow estimation [68] can be used to characterise a gate set. The only

requirement for a gate set, in the shadow estimation scheme, is that the Kraus-

channel representation decomposes into real irreps. Therefore, using our rHDG gate

set, shadow estimation can be used to characterise a qudit universal gate set.

Our scheme also serves to characterise hybrid platforms [93]. A hybrid platform

is a combination of two qudits: one is a d1-level system and the other a d2-level

system, with d1 6= d2 and also primes or powers of primes. By considering the X

and T gates for each subsystem, one of dimension d1 and the other of dimension d2,

we construct the drHDG for that system. The Kraus-representation of these gates

decomposes as in Eq. (3.10). Thus, it is possible to use our scheme to estimate the

average gate fidelity of hybrid platforms.

In this section we introduced one irrep for the rHDG that decomposes the Hilbert

space into three irreps. Our results are valid not only for a qudit T gate but for

any diagonal unitary matrix with order at least d. In the following section we use

the decomposition in Eq. (3.10) to define our RB scheme. We principally use the

projectors onto the irreps in Eq. (3.10).

4. Results

In this section, we describe the algorithm used to estimate the AGF of a rHDG gate

set. By using a rHDG gate set and the randomised benchmarking algorithm, we

extend randomised benchmarking to characterise universal gates. In practice, our

scheme is useful to characterise single-qudit T gates and also controlled T gates; our

scheme also characterises any diagonal unitary gate with order ≥ d.
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4.1. Randomised benchmarking and the real hyperdihedral group

We start the exposition of the expressions of our scheme by introducing notation. We

denote by Π̟ the projector onto the subspace Σ̟ of Eq. (3.10), with ̟ ∈ {I, 0,+}.

The projectors Π̟ appear in our expression for the drHDG-twirl of a channel.

Lemma 4.1. Let E ∈ Bd be a qudit channel. Then the drHDG twirl of E is

TE := ηI(E)ΠI ⊕ η0(E)Π0 ⊕ η+(E)Π+ , (4.1)

where

η̟(E) :=
tr(EΠ̟)

dim ̟
, ̟ ∈ {I, 0,+}. (4.2)

Proof. The expression of the twirl TE and the quantities ηi are consequences of

Schur’s lemma [85] and our decomposition in Eq. (3.10). The projectors are explicitly

constructed in Corollary 4.4.

The next two corollaries are our expressions for the sequence and average gate

fidelity. Notice that specialising our expressions for d = 2, we recover the fidelities

in dihedral benchmarking for single and multiqubit gates [58, 59].

Corollary 4.2 (Expression for the average gate fidelity). Let {Ẽg : g ∈ drHDG} be a

gate set with the same noise map E ; that is, the noise in Eq. 2.16 is the same for every group

element. Then the average gate fidelity over {Ẽg : g ∈ drHDG} is

F(drHDG) =
d(ηI + (d − 1)η0 + (d2 − d)η+) + d2

d2(d + 1)
. (4.3)

Corollary 4.3 (Expression for the sequence fidelity). Consider the state |ψ〉, the

measurement |ψ〉〈ψ|, and the set of gates—with fixed noise E—E := {Ẽg : g ∈ drHDG}.

Let m ∈ Z+ be the circuit depth. Then the sequence fidelity for the drHDG is

Pr(m; |ψ〉 , |ψ〉〈ψ|,E ) := 〈〈ψ|ET m
E |ψ〉〉 = ∑

̟∈{I,0,+}
〈〈ψ|EΠ̟ |ψ〉〉ηm

̟ . (4.4)

A priori, even given the form of the twirl, it is unknown what initial states and

measurements are required for a proper characterisation. Thus, our next step is to

specify the states that our scheme requires. Let H be the d-dimensional Hadamard

gate and H its matrix representation more appropriately known as Fourier transform

matrix. We define the state

|+〉 := F |0〉 . (4.5)

We further simplify the expression for the sequence fidelity in Eq. (4.4). Let ̟ ∈
{0,+} and let E be a gate set with fixed noise E—the same noise for every group

element—such that E is trace-preserving. The following corollary is proven at the

end of Appendix C.
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Corollary 4.4. Let Π+ denote the projector onto the subspace Σ+. Then the projector Π+

maps the vectorisation of |0〉〈0| to the null-vector of Dd; that is,

Π+|0〉〉 = 0. (4.6)

Then, using Corollary 4.4, we have the following simplification for the sequence

fidelity of Eq. (4.4), namely,

Pr(m; |̟〉 , |̟〉〈̟|,E ) = A̟ + B̟ηm
̟ , (4.7)

with A̟ := 〈〈̟|EΠI |̟〉〉, B̟ := 〈〈̟|EΠ̟ |̟〉〉, and η̟ given in Eq. (4.2). Note

that the parameters η̟ are ‘parts’ of the trace of the Pauli-Liouville representation

of the noise. Therefore, by estimating these parameters we can estimate the trace

of that Pauli-Liouville representation of the noise; this is a standard technique in

randomised benchmarking schemes [64].

4.2. Experimental scheme

In this subsection, we describe the experimental arrangement required for the

implementation of our scheme. Our description is at the level of primitive gates,

state preparation, and measurement.

For the sake of concreteness, we consider the qutrit case. The primitive gates are

S((23)) =




1 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0


 , S((12)) =




0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1


 , and T =




ω9

1

1


 ; (4.8)

the notation (ij) refers to a permutation between the i-th and j-th elements in a

list. We label the elements by a pair formed by a permutation σ and three values

α = (α0, α1, α2) with each αi ∈ [9]. The following matrices form the gate set:

γ(σ,α) := S(σ)




ωα0
9

ωα1
9

ωα2
9


 , (4.9)

where each permutation σ must be written in terms of (12) and (23) to only use the

primitive gates.

We now illustrate a run with circuit depth m = 3. The initial states required to

prepare are

|0〉 :=




1

0

0


 and |+〉 = F |0〉 := 3−1/2




1

1

1


 ; (4.10)

we consider the gate F in our circuit design. Then assume the following permutation

σ and powers of C9 are sampled:

γ((23), (7, 8, 8)), γ((123), (0, 5, 7)), γ((12), (8, 1, 4)). (4.11)
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To compute the inversion gate, first we determine the inversion permutation:

(23)(123)(12)−1 = e (4.12)

(e is the identity permutation) and then the inversion phase gate







ω7
9

ω8
9

ω8
9







ω0
9

ω5
9

ω7
9







ω8
9

ω1
9

ω4
9







−1

=




ω3
9

ω4
9

ω8
9


 ; (4.13)

then the inversion gate is 


ω3
9

ω4
9

ω8
9


 . (4.14)

Therefore, a run of the experiment with the previous sequence of gates corresponds
to the following circuits:

|0〉 γ((23),(7,8,8)) γ((123),(0,5,7)) γ((12),(8,1,4)) γ(e,(3,4,8)) 〈0| (4.15)

and

|0〉 F γ((23),(7,8,8)) γ((123),(0,5,7)) γ((12),(8,1,4)) γ(e,(3,4,8)) F† 〈0| . (4.16)

The number of shots refers to the number of times the previous circuits need to

be implemented and measured to estimate the quantities

tr |0〉〈0|C(|0〉〈0|) and tr |+〉〈+|C(|+〉〈+|), (4.17)

where

C = γ̃((23), (7, 8, 8))γ̃((123), (0, 5, 7))γ̃((12), (8, 1, 4))γ̃(e, (3, 4, 8)) (4.18)

are the gates in Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16). After the experimental procedure has been

carried out, the resulting graph circuit depth vs averaged sequence fidelity is fitted

to the curve in Eq. (4.7). We leave for §5 numerical results of our scheme and the

statistical analysis of the number of shots and circuits required.
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4.3. Characterisation of multi-qudit gates

In this subsection, we describe our scheme to characterise multiqudit gates. Whereas

there are currently schemes to characterise Clifford gates in multilevel gates, there is

a lack of methods for non-Clifford gates. Currently, there are at least three platforms

with access to entangling gates is a superconducting platform [24, 4, 17, 94]; the

fidelity achieved is 0.97. Since the experimental scheme is the same as for the single-

qudit case, we do not repeat the discussion.

For bi-qudits, the generating set comprises to a single X gate and the CSUM

gate [95, 24], which is a generalised version of the CNOT gate for qudits. This gate is

defined as

CSUM |a, b〉 = |a, a ⊕ b〉 ;

addition is taken modulo d. This generating set has the same form (and same irrep

decomposition) as the rHDG and is therefore the rHDG for bi-qudit systems.

For more than one qudit, in general, the gate set requires CSUM gates for each

pair of qudits. The n-qudit drHDG is

dnrHDG := 〈CSUMi,i+1, X(i), X(d), T(1) : i ∈ [d − 1]〉, (4.19)

where

X(i) := I × · · · × I︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1 times

×X × I × · · · × I (4.20)

and CSUMi,i+1 over every i ∈ [d − 1] means that we use as control the i-th qudit and

target the i + 1-th qudit.

To conclude this subsection, we briefly comment on a further generalisation.

When the noise is either non-trace preserving or varies across gates, it becomes

necessary to employ the Fourier-transform formalism [91, 90]. This formalism is

compatible with our decomposition.

5. Numerics and construction of group elements for qutrits and ququarts

In this section I discuss the number of shots and circuits required for the estimate of

the average gate fidelity for the qutrit and ququart cases. These results are to be used

to determine the feasibility of our scheme. Our investigations are numerical because

the variance is only possible to compute symbolically and not analytically [96].

The structure of this section is as follows. First we discuss the numerical

simulations and the interpretation of the outcomes. Then we present the results and

comment on the conclusions that can be drawn from them. We conclude the section

with a summary suggesting the experimental strategy suggested by the numerical

results.

The simulations approximate the confidence intervals of the quantity estimated

from a randomised benchmarking experiment using as gate set the rHDG. Our
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simulations use the central limit theorem for the shots; we approximated the

distribution (corresponding to a randomly drawn circuit) with a normal distribution.

For each circuit depth there is a normal distribution, corresponding to the sequence

fidelity value resulting from the twirling procedure.

From each distribution we sample a sequence fidelity. This value of sequence

fidelity is used to simulate the shots by using a Bernoulli random variable; the

value of the sequence fidelity is the parameter of the Bernoulli’s distribution. In our

numerical simulation we fix that number, which experimentally corresponds to the

number of shots considered.

For a number of distinct random circuits, which is another experimental

constraint, corresponding to a different value of sequence fidelity, we repeat

the previous step, each time using a different value of the sequence fidelity.

Averaging the resulting approximation of the sequence fidelity we obtain the final

approximation of the sequence fidelity. The next part is the fitting procedure.

Concluding the previous steps, we obtain a list of pairs. Each pair is formed by a

circuit depth and the approximated sequence fidelity. For this list of values we draw

a graph from which we fit using our expressions. For convenience, we only study the

case for initial state |0〉.
Fitting the corresponding expression (Eq. (4.7)) to the graph explained in the

previous paragraph then we estimate the parameter η; we denote the approximation

η̃. We repeat the simulation step 103 times, then compute |η − η̃|. From the values

we compute quantiles to determine a pair error and confidence. The quantiles we

use are 0.95, 0.99, and 1. Then, by reporting the number of shots and the number of

randomly drawn circuits along the error and probability, we can provide estimates

of the experimental statistical elements (shots and circuits) necessary for a sensible

characterisation.

We limited our search to 10 and 100 cycles to be a representative figure of an

actual experiment; these numbers are also within the range of numbers has been

reported in the literature [36]. In order to assess the spectrum of quality of gates, our

simulation is parametrised by the average gate fidelity of the noise channel. We use

a random channel [97] which is non-unital but CPTP. The results are presented as

follows.

Shots Circuits Error given a probability Fidelity

0.95 0.999 1

0.89
100 10 0.013 0.020 0.024

10 100 0.013 0.021 0.021

100 100 0.003 0.006 0.008

Table 1.
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Shots Circuits Error given a probability Fidelity

0.95 0.999 1

0.931339

100 10 0.008 0.013 0.014

10 100 0.008 0.014 0.015

100 100 0.002 0.004 0.004

20 100 0.005 0.008 0.009

20 20 0.013 0.022 0.022

Table 2.

Shots Circuits Error given a probability Fidelity

0.95 0.999 1

0.958284

100 10 0.005 0.007 0.008

10 100 0.005 0.008 0.009

100 100 0.001 0.002 0.002

20 100 0.003 0.004 0.005

20 20 0.008 0.011 0.012

Table 3.

Shots Circuits Error given a probability Fidelity

0.95 0.999 1

0.985921

100 10 0.002 0.002 0.003

10 100 0.002 0.003 0.004

100 100 0.000 0.000 0.001

20 100 0.001 0.002 0.002

20 20 0.003 0.006 0.006

Table 4.

Each table should be read as follows. If the noise is known or it is suspected

that has average gate fidelity in one of the values proposed, then, according to the

confidence expected (we use 0.95, 0.999, and 1), the shots and randomly drawn

circuits are displayed. For concreteness, we explain the reading of Tab. 1: fixing

the number of shots and circuits as 100 and for a noise with fidelity 0.89, the values

resulting from the fitting of Eq. (4.7) have an error of 0.003 with a frequency of 0.95,

error 0.006 with frequency 0.999, and error 0.008 in any case.
For the ququart case, we get similar results:
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Shots Circuits Error given a probability Fidelity

0.95 0.999 1

0.90
100 10 0.008 0.014 0.015

10 100 0.009 0.014 0.018

10 10 0.027 0.050 0.052

20 20 0.013 0.021 0.023

Table 5.

Shots Circuits Error given a probability Fidelity

0.95 0.999 1

0.99
100 10 0.001 0.002 0.002

10 100 0.001 0.002 0.002

10 10 0.004 0.006 0.008

20 20 0.002 0.003 0.004

Table 6.

Shots Circuits Error given a probability Fidelity

0.95 0.999 1

0.95
100 10 0.004 0.007 0.007

10 100 0.004 0.007 0.007

10 10 0.013 0.026 0.034

20 20 0.006 0.012 0.013

Table 7.

From the numerical evidence gathered above we see that the number of shots

and random circuits required is around 20. Our numerical results suggest that

doubling the shots and circuits exponentially decreases the error.

In this paragraph, I discuss the best circuit depth strategy to obtain smaller errors

in the estimate parameters η̟. First, fix a channel with an average gate fidelity

of 0.95, which is a sensible value in current implementations. Then, estimate the

parameter η0 according to certain chosen circuit depths. The strategies chosen are:

(i) m ∈ [5], (ii) close values m ∈ [8], (iii) spaced values m ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, . . . , 100},

and (iv) m ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. The best strategy is taking multiples of 5 (strategy

iii). The order of strategies is iii, ii, i, iv. Changing the spacing in strategy iii did not

affect the result significantly.

We finish this section with an explicit construction of the group elements for the

qutrit and ququart versions. First we discuss the qutrit and then the ququart. The

qutrit case is simpler since S3 representatives can be simply stated. Let S(σ) be the

representative of some permutation. Then the two generators of the diagonal unitary
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matrices that appear in drHDG are:

T0 := diag(ω2
9, ω4

9, ω3
9) and T1 := diag(ω2

9 , ω2
9, ω5

9). (5.1)

Thus an arbitrary group element is

S(σ)Tα0
0 Tα1

1 , (5.2)

where α0, α1 ∈ [9]. Both T0 and T1 have order 9; the drHDG has order 92 × 6 = 486.

The ququart case is more interesting due to the changing Heisenberg-Weyl

matrices for the following tensor product of qubit matrices

〈σx × I, σz × I, I × σx, I × σz〉, (5.3)

where σx and σz and the X and Z matrices for qubits. The T gate is T × I with

T = diag(1, ω8).

6. Discussion

In this section, we provide an overview of our results and analysis. We introduced

a scheme for characterising a qudit gate set (in powers of prime dimension)

that includes a non-Clifford generator of a universal gate set. Our scheme is

feasible (as it both requires three single-qudit and one control primitive gates) and

scalable (as the number of parameters to estimate remains two, independent on the

dimension of the system). Also our method is practical as it requires equal or fewer

resources compared to the resources needed for Clifford randomised benchmarking.

Additionally, our scheme can be used to characterise a qudit T gate. Only two

parameters are needed to estimate the average gate fidelity.

Our method applied to qubits reduces to the qubit dihedral benchmarking

scheme, which has the nice feature of a bi-parametric average gate fidelity. These

parameters can be estimated using the techniques of a standard RB experiment. The

required gate set for our method has fewer gates than for the Clifford gate set.

These features come as a result of leveraging methods from representation

theory, ring theory, quantum channels, and combinatorics. We used representation

theory and ring theory to construct a group we call rHDG. This group has a unitary

irrep (unirrep) that transforms—by twirling—any channel into a bi-parametric

channel. From this transformation, we can recover expressions for gate fidelity and

sequence fidelity.

Our proof that the twirl of a channel by the rHDG unirrep is bi-parametric,

hinges upon a combinatorial identity given in Eq. (C.9). This identity relates the

number of partitions of a finite set (Bell numbers) with a sum over the partitions of

an integer.

We identified some unexpected outcomes. The Abelian subgroup of the rHDG

varies structurally for systems with different numbers of states. To efficiently
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construct a unirrep of the rHDG, we use Howell’s algorithm [98]. We observed an

unexpected behaviour for Clifford gates: the qubit Clifford gate corresponding to the

transition |0〉 ↔ |1〉 is not a Clifford operation for d > 3 level systems; as a matter of

fact, it is not a member of any level of the qudit Clifford hierarchy.

We proceed to further explain our feasibility claim. Our scheme requires the

estimate of two parameters, which translates to the requirement of two initial

states. Each sequence fidelity is a single exponential-decaying function. The

number of parameters in our scheme is equal to the number of different initial

states required. Consequently, our scheme requires twice—compared to Clifford

randomised benchmarking—the number of experiments for a simple data analysis.

Additionally, we have proven that, for any number of qudits, the states |0〉 and H |0〉
provide access to the two distinct parameters necessary for fidelity estimation.

Our scheme is the first to address non-Clifford qudit gates. Therefore the

only valid comparison is against qudit Clifford randomised benchmarking. Our

scheme demands similar or fewer experimental resources, although the number of

experiments might need to be doubled for thorough validation. We are now prepared

to conclude.

7. Conclusion

We presented our scheme to completely characterise a universal multi-qudit gate

set. The characterisation is done by introducing a gate set that includes a qubit T

gate. Our scheme is feasible, as it requires the estimation of only two parameters,

irrespective of the level system (qudit) and the number of qudits. Additionally, as

our scheme requires the magic T gate, X, and X01 gates, and as the multiplication

rule of such elements is easier to compute than for the Clifford case, our scheme is

simpler to implement than Clifford RB. Moreover, by our qutrit extension of non-

Clifford interleaved benchmarking, we demonstrated that our gate-set (the rHDG) is

a test bed for extending RB schemes beyond the unitary 2-design assumption. Our

method paves the way for a complete characterisation of a universal gate set, and

could be used in current platforms that made use of IB to characterise non-Clifford

gates [99, 23, 17, 24].

Currently, there are multiple qudit implementations, spanning from qutrits to

quoctits (systems with up to eight levels) [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,

19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Several of these implementations employ

randomised benchmarking to characterise their Clifford operations [94, 23, 20].

Our work broadens the scope of this characterisation, enabling these systems

to assess a universal gate set comprehensively. Furthermore, a subset of these

implementations incorporates controlled operations. Consequently, our scheme’s

scalability is particularly interesting to characterise multi-qudit universal gate sets,

allowing the scalable of any implementation of a universal gate set.

As our scheme deals with multi-qudit gates, it is natural to ask about the
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detection of cross-talk errors. Because extending the techniques employed in the

detection of cross-talk errors requires knowledge of the irrep decomposition of

drHDG ⊗ drHDG [100], we leave this extension for future work. However, extension

of detection of cross-talk errors first should be done using the Clifford group; we

anticipate this analysis to be more challenging than the qubit case [96, 100].
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A. Construction of group elements

In this appendix, we deal with the construction of the representation for group

elements. We present three constructions, in increasing order of sophistication. The

first two are presented here and the last one is discussed entirely in the next appendix

due to its complexity.

The first construction is for the largest group that contain a T gate. It includes

the permutation matrices and every permutation of the diagonal entries of a matrix

of the form

D1(o(d)) := diag(ω
o(d), 1, . . . , 1), (A.1)

where ωd = exp(2πi/d). In general Di has ωd in the i-th position of the diagonal and

the rest are 1s.
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Thus, given a permutation σ and a subset J of [d] a group element of drHDG is

of the form

S(σ)∏
i∈J

Di. (A.2)

This concludes the construction of the maximal drHDG; two examples (for qutrit and

ququart systems) are constructed in §5.

The next construction can be considered as a redundant construction. The

following construction is not optimal since it introduces terms that are product of

other gates. However, the construction is simple. We deal with a non-redundant

construction in Appendix B.

Let T be the diagonal gate that is to be characterised. We can write it as

T = ∑i δi,iω
Ji , where Ji ∈ [o(d)] are the powers of ω

o(d).

B. Identifying the product of cyclic groups

drHDG is a semidirect product of a symmetric group and a product of cyclic groups.

This product of cyclic group depends on the matrix T. In this appendix, we clarify

the process to identify the product of cyclic groups. This appendix is relevant for §3.

We start our discussion—about the identification of the product of cyclic

groups—by introducing notation. Let V := Ring(T), where Ring denotes the

mapping that extracts the diagonal of a square matrix, then computes the argument

of the entries and divides them by 2π/ o(d). As an example of the usage of Ring,

recall T = diag[1, ω9, ω8
9] for qutrits; we get Ring(diag[1, ω9, ω8

9]) = [0, 1, 8].

We now define the data structure used in the algorithm to identify the generators

of the cyclic groups. Remembering Tσ = S(σ)T S(σ)† and T ′ := 〈Tσ : σ ∈ Sd〉—
given in Eq. (3.4)—from §3, we define the multiset V := {Ring(Tσ) : Tσ ∈ T ′}. Each

Ring(Tσ) in V is arranged as a column into a d× d! matrix M. This matrix has entries

Mσ,j := Ring(Tσ)j, (B.1)

where we use lexicographic ordering to list the set of permutations.

We provide an example on how to list a sequence of permutations for a set with

three elements. Consider two vectors, denoted as v and v′, each having entries from

the set [3], with individual entries represented by vi and v′i, respectively. The criterion

for establishing v > v′ is dictated by the condition that, for all indices i ranging from 0

to a specified non-zero index, vi ≥ v′i holds true. The implementation of this ordering

on permutations is achieved by examining the permutation’s effect on the ordered set

[3]. By using this method, we can list the permutations in S3, resulting in the ordered

sequence {e, (23), (12), (132), (123), (13)}.

The set span(V ) is isomorphic to T ′—addition for vectors corresponds to matrix

multiplication, and scalar multiplication in span(V ) is computing a power of the

matrix in 〈T ′〉. In particular, the notion of the order of matrix is then translated into
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the order of a vector. The order of a vector v with entries in some ring R is the non-

zero ring element r 6= 0 ∈ R that rv = 0 ∈ span(V ).

We now explain how to identify the product of cyclic groups that is isomorphic

to T ′. We compute a basis for span(V ); the order of the elements of the basis is equal

to the order of one of the product of the cyclic group isomorphic to T ′. For a single-

and multi-qubit system, this isomorphism reduces to the one used in multi-qubit

dihedral benchmarking [59]. The computation of the basis is done by computing the

row-echelon form of M in Eq. (B.1) [98].

We now consider an example relevant for the qutrit case. The process is different

than that encountered in linear algebra textbooks as the entries of M are members of

a ring. Therefore, we use Howell’s algorithm to compute the row-echelon form [98].

We start by identifying T, then computing M. Starting with T = diag[1, ω9, ω8
9], the

matrix M is

M =




0 0 1 1 8 8

1 8 0 8 0 1

8 1 8 0 1 0


 , (B.2)

where each entry is a member of Z9. The row-echelon form of M is

row-echelon(M) =




1 8 0 8 0 1

0 0 1 1 8 8

0 0 0 0 0 0


 . (B.3)

As in the complex case, the columns of the leading units in row-echelon(M)

correspond to the indices, in V , of the basis vectors. Here, these leading units are

in columns 1 and 3. Then—by the output of Howell’s algorithm in Eq. (B.3)—the

basis for span(M) is the ordered set {(0, 1, 8), (1, 0, 8)}, obtained by keeping columns

1 and 3 of the matrix M. Therefore, by using the isomorphism between matrices and

vectors, T ′ ∼= 〈diag[1, ω9, ω8
9], diag[ω9, 1, ω8

9]〉 ∼= C9 × C9.

C. Properties of the qudit rHDG relevant for Randomised Benchmarking schemes

C.1. Background

In this subsection we discuss background material needed for the technical proofs of

our scheme. We review properties of the theory of characters for finite groups and

the Pauli-Liouville representation.

Let G be a finite group and g an element of G. Let Σ be a representation of G.

Then the character of the element g in irrep Σ is denoted by χΣ(g). If g is labelled by

some set of labels L, as in for example a direct product, we denote the character of g

by χΣ(L).

We recall the following fact about the inner product of the character of some

representation with itself.
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Lemma C.1 (Adapted from [85]). Let G be a finite group. Let I be a finite index-set and

{Σi}i∈I be a finite list of irreps of G. Suppose a representation Σ′ =
⊕

i∈I kiΣi; that is, Σ′ is

a representation with |I| distinct irreps, each irrep Σi appearing ki times. Let χΣ(g) be the

character of the element g ∈ G in the representation Σ′. Then

|G|−1 ∑
g

|χΣ′(g)|2 = ∑
i

k2
i . (C.1)

In other words, the quantity 1
|G| ∑g |χΣ′(g)|2 returns the sum of the squares of the frequency

of each irrep included in the representation Σ′.

The second important concept is the Pauli-Liouville representation of a quantum

channel EA. Consider a set of Kraus operators A defined in Eq. (2.1). The Pauli-

Liouville (PL) representation of the channel EA—defined in Eq. (2.2)—is the matrix

Γ(A) with entries

Γ(A)i,j :=
1√
d

tr(W†
i ∑

k

AkWj A
†
k); (C.2)

Wi is a HW-matrix defined in Eq. (2.6). As the set A defines a channel E , we also use

Γ(E) to denote the PL representation of a channel E . Similarly, for a unitary matrix U,

we denote by Γ(U) the PL representation for A = {U}.

C.2. Number of irreps in the Pauli-Liouville representation

In this subsection we show that the PL representation of the drHDG—defined in

Eq. (3.7)—decomposes into three irreps. We introduce notation used in other parts

of this section. We conclude with the proof of the tri-partite decomposition of the

PL representation, which is the mathematical result at the root of our decomposition

given in Eq. (3.10).

For later convenience, we start by introducing an auxiliary group. Consider the

set of matrices

Dd := {diag[ω
o(d), 1, . . . , 1], . . . , diag[1, . . . , 1, ω

o(d)]}, (C.3)

where o(d) is defined in Eq. (3.1). Notice

〈Dd〉 ∼= Cd
o(d), (C.4)

where we use the brackets to mean “generated” [65].

Additional notation is required. Consider a permutation σ ∈ Sd acting on [d];

let fσ denote the cardinality of the set of stable points under the action of σ. Similarly,

consider the conjugacy class—in Sd—labelled by the integer partition λ ⊢ d. Every

element in the conjugacy class fλ leaves invariant the same number of points; we

denote by fλ the number of fixed points for any σ ∈ λ. We denote the number of

permutations in λ by c(λ).
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Lemma C.2. For any k ∈ Z
d
o(d), we have

∑
α∈Z

d
o(d)

ω
kαi

o(d)
= 0. (C.5)

Proof. The sketch of the proof goes as follows. This result is equivalent to the sum

over the roots of the identity. This sum is always zero.

Lemma C.3 (Partial character of the rHDG). Let σ ∈ Sd and fσ denotes the cardinality of

the set of points fixed by σ. Furthermore, recall that elements of drHDG are labelled by (σ, α)

as per Eq. (3.9). Then, for σ,

|Dd|−1 ∑
α∈Cd

o(d)

χΓ(σ, α)2 = E
α∈Cd

o(d)

χΓ(σ, α)2 = fσ(2 fσ − 1), (C.6)

where χΓ(σ, α) is the character of the PL representation of drHDG.

Proof. Recall γ is the unirrep of drHDGdefined in Eq. (3.9). Let χγ(σ, α) be the

character of the element S(σ)D(α) ∈ Image γ, where D(α) = diag[ωα1

o(d)
, . . . , ω

αd

o(d)
]

and D is defined in Eq. (3.3). Then

χγ(σ, α) := tr(S(σ)D(α)) = ∑
i∈J

ω
αi

o(d)
, (C.7)

where J is the index-set for the positions of the non-zero entries of the diagonal

of S(σ) and the cardinality of J satisfies |J| = fσ.

From χγ the character of the Pauli-Liouville representation:

χΓ(σ, α) = ∑
i,j∈[J(σ)]

ω
αi−αj

o(d)
= fσ + ∑

i 6=j

ω
αi−αj

o(d)
(C.8a)

note that χΓ(σ,α) is a real number, thus I omit the modulus appearing in

Theorem C.1. The next step is averaging χΓ
2 (the square of χΓ(σ,α)) over

every drHDG element and verifying that Eσ,α χΓ(σ,α)2 = 3. Then, using

Theorem C.1, show that there are only three inequivalent irreps in the drHDG.

First, I compute χ2
Γ(σ, α):

χ2
Γ(σ, α) = ( fσ + ∑

i 6=j

ω
αi−αj

o(d)
)( fσ + ∑

u 6=v

ωαu−αv

o(d)
) (C.8b)

= f 2
σ + fσ(∑

i 6=j

ω
αi−αj

o(d)
) + fσ(∑

u 6=v

ωαu−αv

o(d)
) + ( ∑

i 6=j,u 6=v

ω
αi−αj+αu−αv

o(d)
) (C.8c)

I note that, for i 6= j

E
α

ω
αi−αj

o(d)
= 0. (C.8d)

Thus

E
α

∑ χ2
Γ(σ,α) = f 2

σ + E
α

∑
i 6=j,u 6=v

ω
αi−αj+αu−αv

o(d)
(C.8e)
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Table C1. Table with the clasification of the phases.

Configuration αi − αj + αu − αv

i 6= v i = u j 6= u j = v 2αi − 2αj

i 6= v i = u j 6= u j 6= v 2αi − αj − αv

i = v i 6= u j = u j 6= v 0

i 6= v i 6= u j = u j 6= v αi − αv

i 6= v i 6= u j 6= u j = v αi + αu − 2αv

i = v i 6= u j 6= u j 6= v αu − αj

i 6= v i 6= u j 6= u j 6= v αi − αj + αu − αv

To simplify Eq. (C.8e) I need to isolate the phases αi appearing in the exponent of ω.

Only then I can compute the average over the phases. I decompose the cases i 6= j

and u 6= v in Table C.8.

On Table C.8 I describe the different combinations of phases that appear in the

sum Eq. (C.8e). I decompose the sum-average in the second summand in the right-

hand side of Eq. (C.8e):

E
α

∑
i 6=j,u 6=v

ω
αi−αj+αu−αv

o(d)
= E

α
∑

i 6=v,i=u,
j 6=u,j 6=v

ω
2αi−2αj

o(d)
+ E

α
∑

i 6=v,i=u,
j 6=u,j 6=v

ω
2αi−αj−αv

o(d)
(C.8f)

+ E
α

∑
i=v,i 6=u,
j=u,j 6=v

ω0
o(d) (C.8g)

+ E
α

∑
i 6=v,i 6=u,
j=u,j 6=v

ω
αi−αv

o(d)
+ E

α
∑

i 6=v,i 6=u,
j 6=u,j=v

ω
αi+αu−2αv

o(d)
(C.8h)

+ E
α

∑
i=v,i 6=u,
j 6=u,j 6=v

ω
αu−αj

o(d)
+ E

α
∑

i 6=v,i 6=u,
j 6=u,j 6=v

ω
αi−αj+αu−αv

o(d)
. (C.8i)

Note that each sum, except (C.8g), has in the exponent a sum of phases, with each

phase different. Thus, averaging over the phases I obtain zero. Only the sum (C.8g)

is non-zero:

E
α

∑
i=v,i 6=u,
j=u,j 6=v

ω0
o(d) = ∑

i=v,i 6=u,
j=u,j 6=v

1 = fσ( fσ − 1). (C.8j)

Thus,

E
α

∑ χ2
Γ(σ, α) = f 2

σ + fσ( fσ − 1) = 2 f 2
σ − fσ. (C.8k)

Note that the computations needed to arrived at the last equation (Eq. (C.8k)) are

valid for any phase order greater than two. This shows my scheme is valid for any

diagonal gate with order greater than two.
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We now recall an identity for the moments over a distribution on partitions [101].

Consider a finite set q with r elements q := {q0, . . . , qr−1}. The number of disjoint

partitions of q is called the r-th Bell number; this number is denoted by Br.

Theorem C.4 (Relation between integer partitions and Bell numbers [101]). Let r be a

positive integer and Br the r-th Bell number. Let c(λ) be the number of permutations with

cycle decomposition λ. For a given integer partition λ ⊢ r, let c(λ, l) denote the number of

times l appears in λ. Then

Br = ∑
λ⊢r

c(λ, 1)r

∏
r
l lc(λ,l)c(λ, l)

. (C.9)

Note that c(λ, 1) is the number of fixed points in a permutation corresponding to the class

labelled by λ; that is, c(λ, 1) = fσ if σ is a permutation with cycle decomposition λ.

Theorem C.5 (rHDG PL-representation tripartite decomposition). The PL representa-

tion decomposes into three irreps with trivial multiplicity (multiplicity equal to one).

Proof.

1

|drHDG| ∑
σ,α∈drHDG

|χΓ(σ, α)|2 =
1

d!

1

|Dd| ∑
σ∈Sd,α∈Cd

o(d)

χΓ(σ, α)2, (C.10a)

=
1

d! ∑
σ∈Sd

fσ(2 fσ − 1), (C.10b)

=
1

d! ∑
λ⊢d

fλ(2 fλ − 1)c(λ), (C.10c)

= ∑
λ⊢d

c(λ, 1)(2c(λ, 1) − 1)

Πd
l=1lc(λ,l)c(λ, l)!

(C.10d)

= 2B2 − B1 = 3. (C.10e)

Let ni ∈ Z+ for i ∈ [3]. Then the only solution to the equation ∑ n2
i = 3 is to

have three non-zero ni and those non-zero are equal to 1. Therefore, by Theorem C.1,

there are three inequivalent irreps in the decomposition of the PL representation of

the rHDG.

C.3. Identification of the irreps

From the proof of Thm. C.5, we know that there are three inequivalent irreps in the

PL representation of the rHDG. We now proceed to identify them.

In Eq. (C.8a) notice that

χΓ(σ, α) = |χγ(σ, α)|2 = fσ + χDd
(α), (C.11)

where χDd
(α) is a quantity to be determined after computing the trace of a rHDG

element. Now, fσ is the character of the standard representation of Sd, the

representation obtained by permuting the rows of the d × d identity matrix.
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The standard representation of Sd is defined by its action on a basis. The

action of this representation is permuting the entries of a vector; the permutation

applied is σ ∈ Sd. Because there is a non-trivial invariant subspace of the standard

representation, namely the vector space corresponding to those vectors with each

entry equal, it is reducible. However, the representation obtained by restricting to

the orthogonal complement of span{(1, . . . , 1)}, denoted by span{(1, . . . , 1)}⊥, is

irreducible—this irrep is called the standard irrep of Sd.

Thus, we can decompose the carrier space of the reducible standard

representation of Sd into two irreps: the trivial irrep and the standard irrep. Next,

notice that for σ ∈ Sd, its character in the standard representation is equal to fσ.

Thus, for any permutation σ, we can partition the integer fσ as

fσ = χI + χstd(σ); (C.12)

the trivial character χI corresponds to the one-dimensional invariant subspace

spanned by (1, . . . , 1). Next we use Eq. (C.12) to identify the irreps in the Pauli-

Liouville representation of the drHDG.

From the character in Eq. (C.12) and a simple computation using the

orthogonality theorem of characters [85], we obtain the following partition of the

character of an element of the rHDG in the PL representation:

χΓ(σ, α) = χI + χstd(σ) + χDd
(α). (C.13)

We use this decomposition to identify the irreps in the Pauli-Liouville representation.

C.4. States used to compute the parameters of the sequence fidelity via fitting

In general, using an arbitrary initial state leads to sequence fidelity expressible as a

sum of two exponential functions [66]; this sum leads to a more complicated data-

analysis than for a single exponential function. In this subsection we show how to

simplify the data-analysis by reducing to a single exponential decay; the resulting

sequence fidelity is written in Eq. (4.7). This simplification is achieved by using

two different initial states in the randomised benchmarking protocol. We compute

the projectors onto each different irrep in the tri-partite decomposition of the PL-

representation. Then we show how the state |0〉 is mapped to the null vector by the

projector Π+ onto the irrep labelled by +.

Let k ∈ Z. Let 0k denotes the k × k matrix with every entry equal to 0. Similarly,

Ik denotes the k × k identity matrix.

Lemma C.6. We show that the sum of PL representations of the drHDG is diagonal with d

ones first and then d2 − d zeroes last; i.e.,

∑
α∈Z

d
o(d)

Γ (D(α)) =

[
Id

0d2−d

]
. (C.14)
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Proof. By definition, the entries of the PL representation are of the form

Γ (D(α)) = tr(W†
i D(α)Wj D(α)

†). (C.15)

Thus, if either Wi or Wj are diagonal, then the entry Γ (D(α))i,j = δi,j—diagonal

matrices commute. For the case of both Wi and Wj non-diagonal, we just need

to notice that X is associated with the permutation (1 · · · d). Thus, X D(α)X†

permutes every diagonal entry of D(α). Therefore, by summing over α (see proof

of Lemma C.3), we obtain

∑
α

tr(W†
i D(α)Wj D(α)

†) = ∑
α

Γ(D(α))i,j = 0. (C.16)

Lemma C.7. We show that the weighted sum, by the character of the standard irrep of Sd, is

a projector onto the subspace Σ0; that is,

∑
σ,α∈drHDG

χstd(σ)Γ(S(σ)D(α)) =




0

∗
0d2−d


 , (C.17)

where ∗ denotes a non-zero square d − 1-dimensional matrix.

Proof. We evaluate the sum in Eq. (C.17) in parts: first we sum over α and then over σ.

The first sum is evaluated using Lemma C.6 in Eq. (C.17). The result of the sum is

∑
σ,α

χstd(σ)Γ(S(σ)D(α)) = ∑
σ

χstd(σ)Γ (S(σ)) (Id ⊕ 0d2−d). (C.18)

Because the standard irrep of Sd is not the trivial irrep, the orthogonality of the

characters of inequivalent irreps leads to

∑
σ,α

χstd(σ)Γ(S(σ)D(α)) =




0

∗
0d2−d


 , (C.19)

where ∗ denotes a non-zero square d − 1-dimensional matrix.

From Lemma C.7 we obtain the following important result for the estimation

of the parameters of the AGF. Let k, l ∈ Z
+. Let v = (v1, . . . , vk) be a vector with

k entries. Then v⊕2 denotes the vector v⊕2 = (v1, . . . , vk, v1, . . . , vk). Similarly, we

denote by v⊕l the concatenation of l copies of v.

Corollary 4.4. Let Π+ denote the projector onto the subspace Σ+. Then the projector Π+

maps the vectorisation of |0〉〈0| to the null-vector of Dd; that is,

Π+|0〉〉 = 0. (4.6)
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Proof. Notice that the PL vectorisation of |0〉〈0| and H|0〉〈0|H† are

|+〉〉 = (1/
√

d, 0d−1)
⊕d, (C.20)

|0〉〉 = (1/
√

d)Id ⊕ 0d2−d. (C.21)

Then multiplying by the projector (C.17) we obtain 0 for |+〉〉 and non-zero

for |0〉〉.
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